
On a January 23 
trip to the Adiron-

dacks, on a cold, still, 
moonlit night, I sat 
and listened for wild 
sounds. Because I 
sat beside a set of big 
beautiful fisher tracks, 
I especially hoped to 
hear the elusive scream 
of the fisher. I heard 
only the creaking of 
trees in the cold, the 
distant rumble of the 
Boreas River, and what 
was either a single 
coyote bark or a chunk 
of ice shifting. 

I have heard many 
reports of fishers screaming and though I have spent 
many nights outdoors, this is something I have never 
heard. My interest in hearing this sound was no longer 
a matter of idle curiosity—the local Audubon chapter 
asked if I would give a presentation on my adventures 
with the beavers. Since my beaver watching involved 
spending many nights in the woods, Hollie asked if I 
could also talk a bit about mysterious night sounds. I 
agreed readily to the beaver presentation, but doubted I 
had the authority to talk about the sounds of nocturnal 
animals, after all, I had never even heard a fisher 
scream. 

When I returned to civilization, I decided to seek 
the sound in cyberspace. Nearly all of the websites 
featured suspiciously similar descriptions of fishers 
making a screaming sound like “a child in distress.” 
I needed to hear a recording. I soon found myself 
perusing audio files, each of which claimed to be either 
a “fisher cat screech” or a “mysterious sound in the 
night,” later identified by some listeners as fisher cats. 
(Although “fisher cat” is the name that appears most 
often in the popular press, among wildlife professionals 
the common name is just “fisher.”) In nearly every case, 
the self-styled fisher experts called them “fisher cats” 
and described the noise as the terrifying utterance of a 
vicious beast. Most of the recordings sure sounded like 

an amorous fox to me, and ample video footage of red 
fox vixens making the same sound offered the proof 
I needed. Other supposed fisher shrieks were familiar 
to me as the begging calls of barred owl fledglings, 
blue jay alarm calls, or the caterwauling of tomcats. 
The videos that I hoped would show fishers screeching 
instead showed people out in the dark shining flashlights 
around, although one showed a young woman giving 
her famous fisher cat screech imitation. I thought it a 
good approximation of an amorous fox.

My best resource remains a scholarly book on 
fishers by R.A. Powell. In the course of research on 
fisher energetics he raised a couple of kits so they would 
be tame enough to run on a treadmill for him. His deep 
affection for these kits is clear in the stories he relates in 
the introduction to his book. They remained playful and 
affectionate for the two years he kept them in captivity. 
Powell wrote that fishers are silent animals whose few 
vocalizations he described as soft whines and chortles. 

His descriptions are especially charming for being 
so at odds with the sensationalist portraits of fishers 
internet. Anyone may be excused for misconceptions 
bout fishers. They are, after all, reclusive animals, most 
comfortable in forest interiors and most active in the 
dark. I count myself lucky to have seen them a number 
of times, and to have followed their tracks in snow 
often enough to feel they are not complete strangers 
to me. My best observation took place when a red fox 
chased one up a tree outside my house, where I was 
able to admire the fisher for a half hour before the fox 
trotted away. The fisher was about three feet long from 
nose to tail. His fur ranged from glossy dark chocolate 
to a salt-and pepper gray over the shoulders. His tail 
was long, tapered, and bushy, and his face looked 
more like a bear than a weasel, but with wide, pointed 
ears located lower on his head. You would think that 
under such provocation any animal would display a 
bit of temper, but aside from a bit of tail waving, the 
fisher’s countenance remained peaceful. No snarling. 
No screeching.

It is true that fishers are very able predators. It 
is also true that fishers can kill animals the size of 
domestic cats. In Vermont’s natural order, this makes 
cats fair game, not just to fishers but to the full range 
of mid-sized predators. While I sympathize with cat 
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